
What’s Available NOW On

“Moon Knight” 
(March 30)
From Marvel Studios 
comes this live-action 
series that stars Oscar 
Isaac (“Inside Llewyn 
Davis”) as a former 
U.S. Marine with 
dissociative identity 
disorder who is drawn 
into a deadly mystery 
involving Egyptian 
gods by his multiple 
identities. Ethan 
Hawke (“The Good 
Lord Bird”) and May Calamawy (“Ramy”) are also 
in the cast. (ORIGINAL)

“Embrace the 
Panda: Making 
Turning Red” 
(Available now)
This feature-length 
documentary goes 
behind the scenes with 
the all-female team 
at the helm of the 
Pixar film “Turning 
Red,” following first-
time director Domee 
Shi and her crew 
and spotlighting the 
powerful professional 
and personal journeys that brought this story to the 
big screen. (ORIGINAL)

“The Wonderful 
Spring of 
Mickey Mouse” 
(Available now)
Just in time for the 
changing of the 
seasons comes this 
extended length 
animated special in 
which Mickey and 
his friends explore the 
wonder and promise 
of the new season 
through the lens 
of a unique nature 
documentary. Chris Diamantopoulos, Kaitlyn 
Robrock and Tress MacNeille head the voice cast. 
(ORIGINAL)

“The Knights 
of Castelcorvo” 
(March 30)
From Italy comes this 
comedy mystery series 
for the younger set 
about a small village of 
cobblestone streets and 
colorful houses, where 
witches and other 
magical beings lay 
low and an old castle 
full of secrets and 
mysteries looms above. 
Fabio Bizarro, Mario 
Luciani and Margherita Rebbeggiani head the cast.

BY JOHN CROOK

Questions:

1) Judy Holliday (“Born Yesterday”) won the 1951 Oscar 
as best actress, beating what former silent screen star for 
her work in “Sunset Boulevard”?
2) In 1977, Robert De Niro (“Taxi Driver”) lost the award 
as best actor to a dead man. Who was he?
3) Peter O’Toole was 
nominated as best actor for 
“Lawrence of Arabia” and 
“The Lion in Winter.” For 
which of those performances 
did he not win the Oscar?
4) What elegant British star 
earned six Oscar nominations 
as best actress but never took 
home that award?

Judy 
Holliday

Losing Oscar

Answers:
1) Gloria Swanson
2) Peter Finch 
(“Network”)
3) Both. Out of eight 
nominations, Peter 
O’Toole never won an 
Oscar as best actor.
4) Deborah Kerr
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